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without compromising the ability of future generations
to meet their own needs" (United_Nations, 1987).
The importance of ensuring adequate access to
food, clean water, and productive materials and
resources for the human race to continue dictates the
necessity of sustainable approaches to protecting human
health and the environment. Sustainability has emerged
as a result of significant concerns about the unintended
social, environmental, and economic consequences of
rapid population growth, economic growth and
consumption of our natural resources. As such, it says
something about a moral obligation that we owe to
future generations (Solow, 1991).
As such,
sustainability is also an approach that is still fairly
unclear to people because it is a relatively new topic of
concern to modern Western society. A majority of
people today think of re-cycling when they think of
sustainability.
This demonstrates a lack of
understanding that sustainability comprises of
economic, environmental and social aspects and that
unless all three aspects are implemented, sustainability
is not an achievable goal in its true sense.
The global population is predicted to hit 8 billion
by 2025 and 9 billion by 2043 (About.com, 2011).
Human societies have made amazing technological
achievements in the past two centuries. However, these
achievements have blinded us to our limitations. The
primary resources that we use to provide "basic
services" to the human race are fast depleting. It is
evident that if the earth is going to be able to support
this trend of population growth, we are not going to be
able to continue the rate of consumption that we have
grown accustomed to over the last few decades.
Unfortunately, many of us, especially those living in
cities, are in a state of delusion that we are somehow
independent of nature. We tend to forget about the free
but essential services that nature provides for us. For
instance, plant life provides the oxygen that we breathe
and, directly and indirectly, the food that we eat - even
human meat eaters depend on plant-eating animals
(Diesendorf, 2000).
On a large scale the principal impacts of humans
on the environment are (Diesendorf, 2000):

Abstract
Much like the Quality Revolution did in the 1980's,
corporate sustainability has the potential to drive
significant changes in the processes and structure of
various organizations in the coming decade. With a
rapidly growing global population and an ever
increasing
global
demand
for
resources
(Population_Resource_Center, 2012). Sustainability
has emerged as one of the primary challenges that
organizations will have to deal with in the 21st century.
An increasing realization among business executives
that profitability by itself is not enough as a measure of
success is also driving the increased adoption of
sustainable practices in the corporate world (Lowitt and
Grimsley, 2009). Many of the non-financial concerns
associated with sustainability are being rapidly
recognized as ways to provide shareholder value in the
long run. Although sustainability in the corporate world
should emphasize economic, environmental and social
sustainability, in this paper we will concentrate on the
environmental issue and present a new model of bestof-breed practices for implementing environmental
sustainability into an organization. To help develop this
model we will examine the current literature, including
a review of various case studies of corporations
engaging in environmentally sustainable practices. We
aim to identify practices that have been successful in
various organizations and can be generalized and
applied to other corporations. We believe that such a
model can contribute to the understanding of, and the
successful
implementation
of,
environmentally
sustainable practices throughout the corporate world.
Introduction
Sustainability is based on a simple principle:
Everything that we need for our survival and wellbeing depends, either directly or indirectly, on our
natural environment.
Sustainability creates and
maintains the conditions under which humans and
nature can exist in productive hannony, and which
permit the fulfillment of the social, economic and other
requirements of present and future generations (EPA,
2011 ). Sustainable development is also defined as
" .. .the development that meets the needs of the present
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engineering managers to understand this effect that
corporations have on sustainability, as most engineering
managers are involved on projects that consume the
resources mentioned above and thus affect the global
challenge of sustainability. As important is that
engineers often hold the keys to solving sustainability
quandaries.
The character of engineering as a
profession is ideally suited for overcoming the
fundamental problem of conservation: the craft of
effective systems that ensure their continuity through
the efficient use of resources.
Furthermore, engineering managers need to
understand that there is no alternative to sustainable
development (Nidumolu, et al., 2009). This is a
revolutionary understanding that needs to be accepted
industry wide because many companies continue to
believe that the more environmentally conscious they
become, the more it will erode their competitiveness.
Engineering managers have felt in the past that making
operations more sustainable would put them at a
disadvantage, particularly as compared to rivals in
developing countries who often do not face the same
pressures to implement sustainability.
However, it is key for engineering managers is to
understand that this is a misconception. In fact, there
have been examples in recent times which show that
sustainability could be a competitive advantage by
virtue of cost savings that can be leveraged by
engineering
firms
(Fainnont_Hotels,
2010).
Engineering managers should put in an effort to
implement projects using the following stages to be able
to implement a holistic approach to sustainability into
their project (Nidumolu, et al., 2009):

Changes, possibly irreversible, to the
compos1hon of the atmosphere and
therefore to the earth's climate
Destruction of stratospheric ozone and
therefore increased damage to living
organisms from ultraviolet light in sunshine
Degradation of topsoil and increases in
desertification
Loss of biological diversity
Damage to photosynthesis and nutrient
cycles
Widespread pollution of air, rivers and
oceans
Depletion of artesian water storages

There are also other aspects of sustainability, in the
socio-economic arena, that have been affected
negatively, but for the purpose of this paper the authors
will be concentrating on the environmental aspect of
sustainability. As defined by Robert Goodland (1995),
environmental sustainability is defined as "the
maintenance of natural capital." Raskin, et al. (1998)
have described environmental sustainability as
changing human activities so they no longer threaten
the natural resource base and ecological systems upon
which economic development, human health and social
well-being depend.
Sustainability in Engineering Projects
A sustainable business is an enterprise that has a
positive net impact on the global and local environment
as well as the social and economic spheres. It can be
thought of as a business that strives to meet the triple
bottom line.
Often, sustainable _businesses have
progressive environmental and human rights policies
(Diesendorf, 2000). Corporations impact the natural
environment, their own workforces and society at large
and thus affect the sustainability of the planet and
society. They make these impacts through their choices
of raw materials, suppliers, land use, geographic
locations, manufacturing processes including creation of
wastes and pollution, employment and work practices,
uses of information and lobbying (Waage et al, 2008).
Corporations lobby governments to create laws and
other conditions that are favorable for their operations
and products.
They also create consumption by
advertising and marketing. They acquire and store
knowledge that is not always publicly available and
then release it selectively (Fitzgerald and Connack,
2009). In this way, they also define "goods" and
"services" and create new products. This can influence
sustainability. Thus is it clear that corporations are
important players in the sustainability field. Therefore,
creating a sustainable society must involve changes to
corporations as well as to other social institutions
(Diesendorf, 2000). For this purpose, it is important for
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Stage 1:
Stage 2:
Stage 3:
services
Stage 4:

Viewing compliance as an opportunity
Making value chains sustainable
Designing sustainable products and
Developing new business models

Furthermore, engineering managers need to realize
that there are no blueprints for a transition to
sustainability and that it is a constant "work in
progress." Implementation of sustainability from an
engineering manager's perspective could include
working with upper management towards policy
reforms which would lead to re-designed engineering
systems that could minimize environmental degradation
and drastically reduce the continuous depletion of our
natural resources. Engineering managers need to start
setting provisional targets for sustainability and thus
start developing strategies to avoid critical risks. In
order to do this they should have a broad focus and
develop a systems approach to understanding complex
social and ecological processes and their interactions.
The challenge for engineering managers is to maintain a
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commitment to rigor, while recogmzmg the inherent
uncertainty in complex systems and the need to make
sus~ina~le choices (Raskin, et al., 1998). A way for
engmeenng managers to maintain this rigor is by
following a consistent pattern of successive steps which
build _a process of implementing sustainable projects.
The six steps are (Bossink, 2007):

management tools from decision theory, for
sustainability.
Consider the case of sequential allocation of
competing sanitation infrastructure investments in
developing countries as described by Magpili and
Garrick (2005). This case describes how severe
sanitation
service
shortages,
infrastructure
interdependencies and scarce funding resources affect
the sustainability of providing drinking water and
processing waste water, sewage and solid waste in
many developing countries. In contrast to solutions
from the operations research and portfolio management
perspective, the risk management approach in ensuring
sustainability under scarce funding, includes analysis of
possible risks as well as recognizing the synergy of
several systems, in this case -- the synergistic
interdependence between drinking water, wastewater
and sewage and solid waste infrastructures. Fortunately,
more developed countries have more relaxed resource
constraints and more strict environmental rules and
regulations. Dangelico and Pujari, (2010) described
how these rules and regulations on sustainability not
only push engineers and managers to integrate
sustainability
requirements
into
the
design,
manufacture, delivery, and retirement of products and
s~rvices, but also effectively minimize various types of
nsks. These other types may include those associated
with process efficiency, return on investment, sales,
marketing, corporate image, product differentiation, and
competitiveness.
The notion of sustainability and risk also touches
the softer side of engineering and management- social
and environmental justice. It is well documented that
for large systems like the ecosystem, its associated risks
may be spread disparately and disproportionately
among its various elements. As an example, risks
associated with climate change and sea level affects
those situated near the coastlines more than those in the
higher elevation and more inland areas. Many notable
and_ popular notions of risk and social justice precede
environmental and social catastrophes throughout
history, from the Union Carbide accident in Bhopal to
the Exxon-Valdez oil spill in Alaska, to the effects of
Hurricane Katrina on the marginalized population in
Louisiana.
As Anderson (2006) emphasized, sustainability risk
management is best done through partnership between
corporations and other smaller stakeholders. We are also
reminded that even though corporations may portray
the~ sustai~ability strategies as being brought on by
ethical motives, many are still brought on by business
reasons, and there may exist conflicts between
sustainability, risk management and other corporate
concerns (MacDonald, 2011 ). Whether sustainability
and risk are contextualized as social justice or as threats
to the security and profitability of an enterprise, the fact

Step 1: Autonomous Innovation related to their
project
Step 2: Networking so as to attain an influential
position in a broader innovative network
Step 3: Exploration, which involves performing
relevant cost-benefit analyses, determining which
expertise is needed and developing a cooperative
portfolio.
Step 4: Formation, which involves negotiation
over the costs and then entering into sustainability
contracts and develop innovation plans
Step 5: Organization, which involves developing
an architectural blue print for the sustainability
implementation plan.
Step 6: Action, in which stage the engineering
manager allocates expertise and starts the actual
implementation.

Lastly, engineering managers also need to
understand that sustainability is not a field that is
worked on in isolation. Rather its toolset should be
incorporated into broader decision-making as is done in
more traditional fields such as quality management and
risk management.
Understanding Sustainability from a Risk
Management Perspective
The importance placed on sustainability, described as
meeting the needs of present and future generations, is a
reflection of an implied objective of engineering
managers to impart the property of endurance or
continuity to a system.
Even though sustainability is often associated with
the environment and ecosystem, the objective of a
system satisfying the requirements of the present and of
the future is nonetheless common in other perspectives,
such as finance (i.e. financial stability), operations (i.e.
operational continuity), and others. Therefore, the risk
brought by the lack of environmental sustainability, by
association, is also a risk on financial and operational
concerns, i.e. the triple bottom-line as described by
(Anderson and Anderson, 2009). Krysiak (2009) has
also studied the relationship between sustainability and
risk; he states that due to uncertainty in the
environment, certain events may have an unpredictable
impact, and in order to assess the sustainability of
certain actions these unpredictable situations should
also be included in calculations. He suggests using risk
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(Escobar and Vredenburg, 2011 ), steel (Singh, et al.,
2007), agricultural (Kassie, et al., 2009), viticultural
(Ohmart, 2008), and hospitality (Smerecnik and
Andersen, 2011) sectors. In all of these industries
sustainability received some form of attention.
However, the degree to which environmental
sustainability was actually implemented varied
significantly. By examining these studies we identified
characteristics that are common across industries that
have succeeded m developing environmentally
sustainable practices, as well as characteristics
associated with industries that have failed to implement
these practices.
Transportation accounts for a significant proportion
of the world's carbon dioxide emissions (Unger, et al.,
2009). As a result, the automotive sector is under
tremendous pressure to reduce or eliminate the
emissions that come from the use of the internal
combustion engine. Wiedmann, et al. (2011) examined
the introduction of Natural Gas Vehicles to the
European market and found this to be an example of a
potential solution to an environmental challenge that
consumers have not accepted en masse. The authors'
analysis suggests that the most important barriers to
adoption are financial and psychological risks. In other
words,
companies
that
wish
to
introduce
environmentally beneficial products must pay
particularly close attention to the price of their products,
as well as the types of changes being introduced to
consumers. If a new product is considered too r.adical it
may face resistance from the buying public.
The oil and gas sector is also considered one of the
most significant sources of environmental damage
(US_EPA, 2012). Escobar and Vredenburg (2011)
compared the environmental policies of four of the
largest multinational companies in this sector, BP, Royal
Dutch/Shell, Chevron, and ExxonMobil, from 2000 to
2005. They found that BP and Royal Dutch/Shell were
relatively proactive in their environmental policies,
whereas ExxonMobil was highly reactive. Chevron fell
somewhere in between these two positions. The authors
of this article then examined the financial performance
of these companies and found that BP and Royal
Dutch/Shell had not yet gained any financial benefits
from their environmental efforts. This eliminated the
pressure on ExxonMobil to follow suit that institutional
theory suggests should occur. In order to reform an
entire industry, it appears that environmentally
beneficial policies cannot simply be as good as the
status quo; they must, in fact, make a company
noticeably more profitable. However, we also noted that
the period involved in the study occurred before the
Deepwater Horizon oil spill in 2010, after which BP
received significant negative public attention, incurred
$14 billion in legal payments, and an estimated further
$20 billion in liabilities from 2012 to 2014. This

still remains - that risk and sustainability are closely
related and that considering one and ignoring the other
will be a myopic approach both in engineering and in
management. Fortunately, there exist frameworks on
how these two apparently distinct activities of risk
management and sustainable strategies can be
holistically treated, For e.g. as suggested by (Krysiak,
2009) and (Amin, et al., 2008). Anderson (2006) also
provides many examples for "sustainability risk
management", where using certain techniques may
reduce risk costs; for instance, operation cost would
decrease
with
waste
reduction.
Developing
sustainability strategies based on business reasons, in
addition to ethical ones, creates a good opportunity for
engineering and risk managers to provide a contribution
to overall management strategies that organizations may
employ (Anderson and Anderson, 2009).
Patterns Identified in Sustainability
Patterns are everywhere. They are found in nature, and
in man-made creations. The notion of modem day
patterns in engineering was introduced by Alexander
(1977). He applied his pattern concept to civil
engineering. Alexander states that "each pattern
describes a problem which occurs over and over again
in our environment, and then describes the core of the
solution to that problem in such a way that you could
use this solution a million times over without doing it
the same way twice" (Alexander, 1977). Put another
way, a pattern should be thought of as facsimiles of
reality, in which a pattern writer has abstracted out
detail which was deemed unnecessary to capture the
essence of the reality. "Patterns are made relevant
through abstraction. Abstraction is the extraction of the
'essence' to make something that is complex, more
easily understood. While extracting the essence and
removing the less relevant details, the art of abstraction
is to keep the essential details to convey the true
meaning (Cloutier, et al., 2010). Today the concept of
patterns is almost ubiquitous. Patterns can be found for
software (Gamma, et al., 1995), processes (Ambler,
1998; Manns and Rising, 2004), control systems
engineering (Sanz and Zalewski, 2003), systems
engineering (Cloutier and Verma, 2007), (Haskins,
2005), etc. In our research we examined different
business sectors in order to identify patterns in the
adoption of environmentally sustainable practices.
These patterns were then used to develop a generalized,
abstract model for incorporating environmentally
sustainable principles in an organization.
Sustainability as Implemented in Various
Industries
We examined studies on the adoption of sustainable
practices from a variety of industries, including the
automotive (Wiedmann, et al., 2011), oil and gas
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example is a perfect illustration of the benefits
regarding risk management that can be derived from the
Jong term perspective that is found in a more
sustainable business mindset. It would be interesting to
extend Escobar and Vrendenburg's analysis to include
the period immediately before, during, and after this
disaster.
Another industry with a significant environmental
footprint is the steel industry. (Singh, et al., 2007)
reviewed sustainability initiatives in the steel sector as
part of their attempt to develop a composite
sustainability performance index. They noted that the
predominant industry trade organization, the World
Steel Association (known as the International Iron and
Steel Institute before 2008), has officially included
sustainability in its vision statement. The organization
has also introduced a voluntary sustainability reporting
project. The authors then used Saaty's Analytical
Hierarchy Process to determine which aspects of
sustainability steel industry insiders considered to be the
most important. They were asked to compare
organizational governance, technical aspects, economic
sustainability, environmental sustainability, and social
sustainability. Interestingly, the rankings were all
relatively closely balanced except for economic
sustainability, which was judged to be far more
important than the rest.
The next industry we studied is the agricultural
sector. We reviewed two different studies on this topic.
First, we examined research on the adoption of
sustainable agricultural practices in Ethiopia by Kassie,
et al. (2009). This revealed many interesting trends. For
one thing, the authors identified the level of access to
information to be critical to the adoption of sustainable
practices. The more easily a farmer could obtain
information the more likely they were to introduce
greener farming practices. This came primarily through
access to agricultural extension services or through
membership in farmers' organizations. The age of the
head of household was also a strong predictor of
adoption rates. Younger farmers tended to be more open
to sustainability than older farmers. The research also
showed that ownership of the property by the fanner
had a positive influence on the introduction of
sustainable farming techniques. Finally, the authors
noted that several practical matters affected the rate of
adoption of sustainability. This included characteristics
of the land (i.e. slope and soil depth) as well as the
current resources available to the farmer. For example,
on farms that already contained livestock composting
was more readily adopted. On larger farms that already
employed high levels of labor conservation tillage, a
highly labor intensive practice, was utilized more often.
In short, the ease of adoption appears to be a significant
factor in the decision to implement sustainable farming
practices.
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The other agricultural study that we reviewed was
Ohmart's (2008) assessment of sustainable winegrowing practices in the Lodi region of California. This
is one of the most important wine-growing parts of
California, and it has seen a significant acceptance of
sustainable agricultural techniques. Ohmart contends
that this was largely due to the efforts of the Lodi
Winegrape Commission. This commission developed
on-farm demonstration vineyards to test various
sustainable practices. It then used that knowledge to
develop a workbook to assist farmers in benchmarking
their own farms against industry best practices. Finally,
the commission helped organize meetings for farmers to
complete the workbook in a social setting. This created
social pressure to complete the workbook and it also
allowed the farmers to share information on sustainable
practices with each other_ Finally, the author identified
two aspects of the workbook which he believes helped
improve its acceptance rates : the workbook's structure
simplified individual practices into a four tier scale for
ease of use and understanding and it had a focus on
developing action plans for future improvement.
The final study we reviewed was the survey
conducted by Smerecnik and Anderson (2011) on hotels
and ski resorts. This revealed several important things.
First, the authors noted that the industry had developed
a Sustainable Slopes Charter in 2000, but that this had
been fairly unsuccessful in leading to significant
behavioral change. The authors then examined seven
hypotheses about factors contributing to the adoption of
sustainable practices. Interestingly, they found that the
most predictive variable was the perceived simplicity of
embracing a new sustainable innovation. The other
variables that had some influence on adoption rates of
sustainable practices were the relative competitive
advantage of the practice in question, its innovativeness,
and the perception of managers that their hotel or resort
is an environmental leader.
Our review of the literature revealed several
interesting trends. First, across the board industry trade
groups and member organizations appear to be taking
an interest in sustainability. However, this does not
alone appear to be enough to promote sustainable
practices. More likely, this seems to help facilitate the
process by creating awareness of sustainability in the
industry and by identifying best practices for
implementing new, more sustainable ideas. Second, the
economics of sustainability appear to be critically
important, both to consumers and to industry.
Sustainable practices that impose additional financial
costs meet with significant resistance. Third,
individuals and companies are more likely to embrace
sustainability if the process is perceived to be simple.
Complicated tasks, even those that may be financially
justifiable, are likely to be ignored.
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Generalizable Best Practices; Lessons for
Sustainability Raters
As the perceived value of sustainable business practices
continues to increase, a whole breed of raters has arisen
to provide third party verification of the performance of
particular firms and projects. Here, we will analyze best
practices identified in the works of a number of
sustainability ratings bodies, as they are well positioned
to provide insight that has multi-industry applications.
These generalizable principles would be of use to
someone seeking to develop an evaluation framework
for the sustainability of an enterprise, and in particular
to engineering project managers needing to assess the
net impact of a particular endeavor.

Developing a Verifiable Inventory of Impact
One of the most successful attempts to quantify and
standardize environmental impact has been the
Greenhouse Gas Protocol (World Business Council for
Sustainable Development, 2004). These guidelines
form the accounting framework from which most
emissions measurement and reporting is done on a
global scale. The success of the protocol lies not only in
its widespread use but in the practicality of its output,
which has been used to form the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) forecasts and has
provided a common language for assessing the
environmental impact of firms and projects in a myriad
of industries.
Below are a number of lessons derived from the
protocol to help others seeking to derive equally useful
and generalizable measurements in other areas of
sustainability:

The Importance of Distinguishing Project Outputs
from Desired Outcomes
The first impact arises from the literature on
establishing the validity of triple bottom line
measurements which seek to outline the net impact of a
company on financial, social and environmental
spheres. Users of such impact measurements often run
afoul of an issue that has been analyzed in depth within
the nonprofit community, namely confusing outcomes
with outputs.
Outcomes are the societal and environmental
changes one seeks to see advanced through a particular
program, while outputs are the measurable deliverables
selected for the project as indicators for measuring this
impact (Rosenzweig et al., 2004). Allowing these
intermediary metrics to drive decision-making can
render a project counterproductive. To illustrate this
point, consider the case of an engineering firm tasked
with providing an assessment of the environmental
impact of constructing a biofuel refinery, relative to a
conventional facility. The measurable output might be a
reduction of tons of CO 2 emitted per BTU generated.
The desired outcome in this case would be to generate
energy to meet demand while mitigating the impacts of
climate change.
Judging by this output, the firm should recommend
approving the project. However, project managers
should not be content to simply report the number of
tons of CO2 kept from the atmosphere by switching to
biofuel usage, but should instead justify the claim that
this output directly leads to the desired outcome,
mitigation of climate change. If for example, the facility
emits other mon: potent greenhouse gasses in place of
CO 2 (such as methane, as can be the case with some
biofuels), then the link between outputs measured and
desired outcomes is brought into question,
compromising the project's sustainability. Allowing a
particular indicator to dominate the analysis without
ensuring that it is an adequate benchmark for the desired
outcome is a common cause of a project's failure to
deliver impact (Rosenzweig et al., 2004).
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• Develop a verifiable inventory of impact: This
inventory should be divisible into standard
units that are broadly accepted and easily
contrasted to those of other companies. While
we have seen the fastest movement in this
direction in areas where a common
denominator is readily available (i.e. a metric
ton of CO2 , a megawatt, etc.), dogged pursuit
of such denominators in that have traditionally
been dismissed as helplessly qualitative areas
is key.
• Develop impact targets only after a verifiable
inventory has been documented: Rather than
setting objectives for improvement a priori,
first focus on obtaining an informed picture of
the current impact of the firm or project. This
will lead to both realistic and strategic
objectives that can lead to significant
improvement. Improvement targets that use a
verifiable inventory of impact as their baseline
are better suited to keep the issue "on senior
management's radar screen, and factor into
relevant decisions about what products and
services to provide and what materials and
technologies to use" (World Business Council
for Sustainable Development, 2004).
•
Do not fall into the trap of going after lowlying fruit simply on the basis of ease of
.attainment: Much attention is given to
identifying the path of least resistance when
setting improvement targets in sustainability,
but this approach is rarely the one that leads to
deriving a competitive advantage from such
efforts (Chichilnisky, 1996). Instead, managers
should carefully assess the benefits to the
company of attaining different targets within
the context of their industry. Account
separately for discrete, quantifiable benefits
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(energy cost reduction, tradable carbon assets,
reductions in procurement risk) from
qualitative
ones
(improved
company
perception, employee satisfaction, alignment
with overall business strategy, pursuit of
company values). Building this into the
calculation helps to ensure the business case
for sustainability is clear to internal
stakeholders, which is key to having it
integrate with long term business planning.
• Establish and Justify the Boundary of
Responsibility: Companies must determine
where the boundary lines for impact of their
operations that are too remote to report upon.
According to The Greenhouse Gas Protocol
(GOP):
"An important aspect of relevance is the
selection of an appropriate inventory
boundary that reflects the substance and
economic reality of the company s business
relationships, not merely its legal form. The
choice of the inventory boundary is dependent
on the characteristics of the company, the
intended purpose of information, and the
needs of the users" (World Business Council
for Sustainable Development, 2004).
Inventory here refers to greenhouse gas inventory,
but is applicable to all areas of impact. This concept is
especially relevant when determining how far into the
supply chain a company can be expected to monitor
suppliers for sustainability.
It is clear that the impact of a company extends
beyond the operations contained in its legal form.
Conversely, while one might hope for there to be a
single actor that can be held responsible for the entire
life-cycle impact of a product, in multi-tiered, complex
supply chains this becomes both impracticable and
inappropriate: In order to set a credible boundary for
measured impact, companies should coordinate
measurement with other actors in the project, both to
prevent double counting and, more importantly, to
avoid the existence of a "no man's land" of
responsibility. Developing standardized boundaries for
an industry goes a long way in improving the
comparability of different endeavors. The Greenhouse
Gas Protocol, for example, lays out the standard levels
of inclusion as Scope l, 2 and 3 of emissions
accounting (World Business Council for Sustainable
Development, 2004). Companies must choose a scope
and then clearly disclose the reason for its use. This is a
valuable precedent for other industries; they should also
clearly disclose where the boundary was set, along with
the reasoning behind it.
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Penalize Lack of Transparency
On this last point, it is worth noting that sustainability
rating schemes should actively promote transparency.
Too often raters will take a company's unwillingness to
disclose information at face value, removing that
section from the analysis. In its rating scheme, the
GoodGuide penalizes non-disclosure of key information
with a score of zero:

Transparency indicators measure the relative amount of
information available from a company for assessing its
environmental or social performance. Companies
exhibiting multiple data gaps are penalized in our
scoring system for their lack of transparency. At the
product level, Data Adequacy indicators track whether
the specific data elements that are needed to assess a
product's health or environmental impact are public ...
Products that lack complete ingredient lists are
penalized in our scoring system because they lack the
data needed to assess chemical safety (Gxxn.iii;2012)
When assessing a company, raters should account
for poor data availability about product attributes and
sustainability performance as a penalty to other scores.
This builds the value of transparency into the analysis
and encourages companies to increase the availability
of public data on their performance.
Clearly Identify Order Qualifiers versus Order
Winners
Clearly delineate
sustainability order-qualifiers
(requirements for being considered for inclusion in the
supply chain) from order-winners (valued attributes
with which to outcompete other bids). The former
should be enforced through codes of conduct, periodic
unannounced audits and willingness to suspend
contracts. The latter through incentives and conferring
of an advantage in buying decisions, such as is the case
in the Starbucks's CAFE system (Stanford Graduate
School of Business, 2007).
Too often in this still emerging field companies will
flaunt basic points of decency as laudable sustainability
commitments (Keown, 2011). Any party seeking to
establish the metrics for accounting for the net impact
of a company should clearly delineate which attributes
are basic requirements for being entered for
consideration as being a sustainable business, as
opposed to those that might lead a company to excel in
the competitive landscape of the field. For example,
some of the items for which a company should not
receive a positive rating are as follows:
1. Having a system for ensuring product safety to

consumers, workers and the environment in
areas where its absence would result in the
company inquiring significant liability and
which are unexceptional for the industry.
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Examples include safe disposal of recognized
toxic waste, removing lead from toys,
employing accepted engineering safety
standards, etc.
2. Complying with municipal recycling programs.
3. Paying the legal minimum wage in all countries
of operation.Failure along such order qualifiers
should result in outright disqualification from
further analysis. Positive qualification could
then be ascribed to the subset of prospects
remaining for order winners. These might
include a proven commitment to pursue cradleto- cradle product design, restricting the use of
harmful but unregulated materials, and
provision of living wages with reference to
standards set by relevant third parties.

clearly disclosed and readily justifiable.
Definitions
Establish a Common Denominator refers to the
desirability of arriving at a unit of measure that can
ascribe value across different categories of impact. The
best example of this is tons of CO 2 when it comes to
greenhouse gasses. Rather than having to separately
report methane, nitrous oxide, sulfur hexafluoride and
myriad other greenhouse gasses, companies are able to
report the impact of all of these gasses based on how
much CO 2 it would take to cause the same impact on
climate change. Each gas had an equivalency volume
that translates to a ton of CO2 , so that different projects
can be assessed talcing all the greenhouse gasses into
account. Developing a common denominator for
different categories of impact is equally important in
other fields, especially in those that have traditionally
been dismissed as qualitative in nature and hard to
compare.
The Impact Boundary is the scope beyond which
the effects of a company or project are decided to be too
remote to accounts for. This concept is especially
important in supply chains, where managers must
decide whether it is appropriate to monitor the
sustainability of only their first tier suppliers, or
whether it is necessary to dig deeper to truly account for
the lifecycle impact of the products they sell. A key
corollary is that the chosen impact boundary should be
clearly disclosed and readily justifiable.

Model to Achieve a Sustainable Business
Based on the initial understanding of sustainability and
the patterns of environmental sustainability being
implemented across various industries, the authors have
developed a generalized, abstract mode] for
incorporating environmentally sustainable principles in
an organization, which is depicted in Exhibit 1.
Some of the terminology, depicted in Exhibit 1,
that the authors would like to explain further, are
"establishing a common denominator" and "the impact
boundary."
Establishing a Common Denominator refers to the
desirability of arriving at a unit of measure that can
ascribe value across different categories of impact. The
best example of this is tons of CO 2 when it comes to
greenhouse gases. Rather than having to separately
report methane, nitrous oxide, sulfur hexafluoride and
myriad other greenhouse gasses, companies are able to
report the impact of all of these gasses based on how
much COi it would take to cause the same impact on
climate change. Each gas bas an equivalency volume
that translates to a ton of CO 2 , so that different projects
can be assessed taking all the greenhouse gasses into
account. Developing a common denominator for
different categories of impact is equally important in
other fields, especially in those that have traditionally
been dismissed as qualitative in nature and hard to
compare.
The Impact Boundary is the scope beyond which
the effects of a company or project are decided to be too
remote to accounts for. This concept is especially
important in supply chains, where managers must
decide whether it is appropriate to monitor the
sustainability of only their first tier suppliers, or
whether it is necessary to dig deeper to truly account for
the lifecycle impact of the products they sell. A key
corollary is that the chosen impact boundary should be
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Conclusions and Implications for Engineering
Managers
The authors of this paper have analyzed current
sustainability offerings in various industries based on
which they have extracted patterns. These patterns have
then in turn been used as a baseline to develop a model
that can guide engineering managers to achieve
environmental sustainability within their organizations.
The model provides engineering managers with tactics
that they could use to work towards objectives that help
achieve their goal of implementing environmental
sustainability within their organization. This model is a
general model that can be applied across different
industries in which engineering managers are
employed.
Future research includes developing a similar
model for implementing social sustainability within an
organization. This is imperative because for
sustainability to actually achieve its purpose,
engineering managers have to understand and
implement the environmental, social, and economic
aspects of it.
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Exhibit I. Key Steps Along the Path to Sustainable Enterprise.
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